
MOTIVATING YOUR 
TEAM FOR IMPROVED 
OUTCOMES 
 
 



Learning Objectives 

• Transforming your existing 
team for improved operations 

• Mission Statement missing? 
• Value of Listening 
• Empowering to Win 
• Simple incentives work 
• Power of WHY 
 



Acres of Diamonds 



Everything was right there… 

Your New Post: 
Take over the worst ship in 
the Navy and turn it into the 
Best Damn Ship in the Navy 
 



Facts… 

• 40% of the 200,000 
people who join the 
military annually won’t 
complete their 
enlistment 

• Best talents are 
usually the first to 
leave 

 

• 65% of the people that 
leave their companies 
are actually leaving 
their managers 
according to Gallup 
 



Worst to Best with same crew 
Setting a GOAL 
Becoming the best 
damn ship in the Navy 

Took the time to 
personally interview the 
entire crew and listen to 
their stories. 
 
The process changed the 
Captain 
They have hopes, dreams, 
loved ones, and they wanted 
to believe what they were 
doing was important. 



Tip 

       The message has to come from YOU! 

 



Mission Statement 
• Do you have one for 
your team? 



Your Team will begin to believe… 

• Greeting every visitor to the ship by looking them 
in the eye, shaking hands firmly, and smiling 
while saying. 

“Welcome to the best damn ship in the Navy.” 

• Visitors loved it! 
• Pulling along side other ships and 

broadcasting over the PA system 
greetings from the Best Damn Ship 
in the Navy! 



Gaining Respect from Your Crew 

“Never again would I give an order without clearly 
articulating the goal, providing the time and 

resources to get it done, and ensuring that my 
crew had the proper training to do it right.” 



Understanding Your Team 

Top Reasons People Leave their Jobs 
1. Not being treated with respect or dignity 
2. Being prevented from making an impact on the 

organization 
3. Not being listened to 
4. Not being rewarded with more responsibility 
5. Pay 
 

 



Motivating Your Team 

Happy employees are 
productive team members! 

5 
Steps to Motivating  
Your Team 



Motivating Your Team 

1. Communicate (Better) 
 
Meet Face-to-Face, often 
Ask About their Interests 
Ask About their Family 
Express the VALUE they bring to the Team 
Ask for Suggestions 

Listen – Let them Talk 
 



Motivating Your Team 

2. Be an Example 
 
Have you ever noticed employees mimic their 
boss’s attitude?   



Mimicking behavior … 
 

• Gildna Radner’s 
pregnant dog had an 
accident 

- You can put the dog to 
sleep 

- You can allow the dog 
to have the puppies 

Social learning theory 



Motivating Your Team 

3. Empower Them 
 
Give them more SAY in how  
they do their job 
Ask for suggestions on how      
they can improve performance 
 

Most have ideas and 
suggestions 

 
 

 



Motivating Your Team 

• Satisfy the Deepest Need in Humans 
The deepest need that each person has is for 
self-esteem, a sense of being important, valuable 
and worthwhile. Everything that you do in your 
interactions with others affects their self-esteem 
in some way.  
 

 

https://www.briantracy.com/catalog/the-science-of-self-confidence-training-kit
https://www.briantracy.com/catalog/the-science-of-self-confidence-training-kit


Your Own Self-Esteem… 
“Most of the shadows of this 
life are caused by standing in 
one’s own sunshine.” 
– Ralph Waldo Emerson 

“It is never too late to be 
what you might have 
been.” 
– George Eliot 



Motivating Your Team 

• Continually Express Appreciation 
The simplest way to make another person feel 
good about himself or herself is your continuous 
expressions of appreciation for everything that 
person does for you, large or small.  
 

Say "thank you" on every occasion. 
 



Motivating Your Team 

4. Offer Opportunity for Advancement 
 
Motivation is driven by working towards something 
Offer TRAINING for new skills 
Use their individual strengths 



You need others… 
• The hospital, like the Navy ship is incredibly 
complex, regulations galore, operating 24/7, 
mountains of paperwork and sometimes in hostile 
territory.   
 

No one person can stay on top of it all. 
 
You need to get more out of your crew and 
challenge them to step up to the plate. 

 



Simple but powerful… 
• Letter to each of the sailor’s 
divorced parents telling them 
how exceptional their son 
was and he was doing well. 
 

Commanding Officer  
US Navy 



Motivating Your Team 

5. Provide Incentives 
 
Cash is not KING! We don’t have any anyway. 

Navy gives an Achievement metal 
GE gives a Quality Star metal 
IBM Order of Excellence 
Microsoft Metal of Distinction 
 
Start a program at your facility! 
 



How Great Leaders Inspire Action 
Simon Sinek (TED Talk)  
 
 

We know What we have to do 
We generally know How to do it 
 
Too often we don’t know the “Why” 
 
 

W Why 



• Your WHY is your purpose 
 

• “When you think, act and 
communicate starting with 
WHY you can inspire 
others.” 

Get Your Team to Look Deeper 



REAL SITUATIONS 
Friday night testing ORs while EVS 
performing terminal cleaning. 
 
If EVS knew the WHY, they would 
understand. 



  



A Leader of Men… 
Wooden’s Formula for Success 
10=C+F+U 
 
Record Book Leadership 
10 National Championships 
7 Championships in a row 
88 consecutive victories 
4 perfect seasons 
Only 1 loosing year (his first) 
 



It’s the Whole Team that counts 

Organizations succeed when they become 
more than the sum of their players. 
 
Real test of a Leader:  Making the whole more 
than the sum of its parts.  No team will consistently 
succeed unless the leader is able to achieve this 
critical goal. 

 



Lesson from Wilt Chamberlain 
Wilt was traded to the Los 
Angeles Lakers in the late 
1960’s.   
A reporter asked him, “Wilt do 
you think Lakers’ Coach Kolff 
can handle you?  It’s been said 
that you’re hard to handle.” 



Perspective Lesson 
Chamberlain quickly answered, 
“You handle farm animals.  You work with 
people.  I am a person. 
I can work with anyone.” 



 
REMEMBER YOUR WORDS 
MATTER 

30% 



Be the rising tide that lifts all boats! 
Your team is actually counting on YOU. 
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